
From Policy to Plate:

An Outlook  
on Agriculture



Agriculture is now, as it’s always been, 

the basis of civilization.

- President Theodore Roosevelt
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As I work with clients across this industry and 

country, I see a single commonality that supports 

our organizational purpose – to enrich resources by 

revolutionizing information and insights.  As a consulting 

firm, we are really digging in by investing in business 

initiatives that will maximize your ability to thrive, be 

strong, and perform.   

To this end, we thought it would be helpful to share 

our own insights with you in this special outlook on the 

business of food and agriculture.  Here, we highlight key 

areas where we will be spending time as an organization 

to help agribusinesses to mine opportunities and tackle 

challenges for the coming months and years.    

As food and ag thought leaders, our consultants are 

often the eyes and ears for agribusinesses across the 

nation – keeping a pulse on what’s happening at every 

level, from policy to plate.  Through this compilation 

of some of the current ag trends and focus areas, 

we discuss important resources, innovations, and 

adaptations to help protect your business and move it 

forward.  

With so many new opportunities in front of us, I’m excited 

for where we’re headed.

Ag Outlook: 
Helping move your 

business forward

By Jeff Wald, Pinion CEO

Revolutionizing 

information and 

insights for ag 

operations.
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For the past 90 years, Pinion has been steadfast in its core mission: 
‘to make a difference in the world we live in’.

Two-thirds of our business is dedicated to the food and agriculture 
industry, and many of our employees have walked in similar 
boots by either helping or running their own family businesses.  
They truly understand the challenges you face and are dedicated 
to improving and securing the future of the world’s food and 
agriculture operations and production. 
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This year promises to be an active year in Washington, D.C. 
for U.S. agriculture. Pinion’s advisory teams will be closely 

monitoring developments in Washington and working to shape 
federal policies to ensure they help, and do not hurt, U.S. 
agriculture.

1. Implementation of the Infrastructure Bill

In 2021, Congress passed and the President signed the bipartisan 
infrastructure bill. This $1 trillion package contains funding for 
roads, bridges, dams, locks, and ports. We ship our products down 
our inland waterways and on to overseas markets. We use roads 
and bridges to get our food and biofuels to domestic markets. And 
ports are important both for our exports and for imports of farm 
inputs. 

In recent years, other countries (including Brazil) have already 
made significant investments in their domestic infrastructure, while 
China has been investing heavily in infrastructure both in China and 
in other countries. These investments are helping other countries 
to compete with America. The bipartisan infrastructure legislation 
will make much-needed investments in our domestic infrastructure, 
ultimately benefiting the American farmer. 

In addition to the investment in transportation infrastructure, the 
legislation also makes a historic $65 billion investment in rural 
broadband. This is on par with rural electrification of the 1930s – by 
way of comparison, the Rural Electrification Act authorized in 1936 
the expenditure of $410 million ($8 billion in 2021 dollars) to bring 
electricity to our farms and ranches. This $65 billion investment in 
rural broadband will wire our schools, hospitals, rural health clinics, 
as well as create jobs and help our rural communities to compete 
globally in the digital age.

The goal: 

To shape federal 

policies to ensure 

they help, and 

do not hurt, U.S. 

agriculture.

Outlook on 
Ag Policies 
and Programs

Three main policies that ag businesses 
need to track moving forward
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2. Carbon Programs for Agriculture

As noted later in the sustainability section of this report, the 
world is transitioning rapidly in response to climate change. 
This is affecting consumer demand, energy production, 
and transportation. This transition also may bring significant 
benefits to U.S. agriculture. 

Few market sectors hold more potential for helping to 
capture greenhouse gases than agriculture. Practices such 
as no-till farming and planting of cover crops are projected 
to capture millions of tons of carbon that otherwise would 
be released into the atmosphere. 

The Biden Administration has indicated that it wants to work 
with farmers to address climate change through voluntary 
programs that will provide payments to farmers to take 
actions that help capture carbon. Congress and the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture will undoubtedly roll out new 
programs in this field in the coming year. 

Expectations are that, working with farm groups, Congress, 
and the USDA will continue to shape these programs to fit 
the needs of farmers. Structured correctly, these programs 
could help farmers to improve their profitability alongside 
efforts to continue to grow the food and fiber that feeds, 
clothes, and fuels the world.

3. 2023 Farm Bill

This year, Congress will begin working in earnest on the 
2023 farm bill. We expect that many of the programs that 
Congress will consider will focus on climate change and 
practices farmers can put in place to help lock up carbon. 

Beyond carbon, we also need to watch the farm bill 
discussions very carefully to make sure that Congress does 
not change farm program requirements in a way that would 
keep significant agriculture operations from participating. 

Late in 2020, the USDA rolled out a new rule that would 
have limited farm payments to operations that were 
attempting to transition from one generation to the next. 
Through a consortium of voices and pushback on these 
changes, the USDA ultimately withdrew their proposed rule. 

This is just one example of the types of challenges the 
food and ag industry may face this year. That is why KCoe 
launched the “Farm Program Fairness Coalition” with the 
purpose to bring farmers together to advocate for farm 
programs that work for our farms and families. To learn 
more about joining this coalition and working with us to 
protect American farmers, information can be found online 
at: www.FarmProgramFairness.com. 
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Family and Legacy
The Changing Dynamics of Land Ownership

Changes in land ownership and the farming 
workforce are unfolding across U.S. agriculture. 

Among key drivers, of course, is the aging 
population of American farmers and ranchers:

• In the next 15 years, the ownership of 40% of 
America’s agricultural land will be in transition, 
mostly due to aging landowners, reports 
American Farmland Trust (AFT).

• Further, USDA’s 2017 Census of Agriculture found 
the average age of U.S. farmers had climbed to 
57.5 years in a five-year span. The survey also 
noted the age of agriculture’s primary producers 
was even higher at 59.4 years old.

But other dynamics are also coming into play. 
Millennials, or Generation Y, are rising to become 
agriculture’s leaders, managers, and decision-
makers. Now reaching their 40s, Millennials came 
of age in a world much different from that of their 
Baby Boomer parents. 

They’ve been shaped by the Internet, mobile 
devices and social media. They’re comfortable with 
technology, innovation, diversity and a broader 
global view. Millennials are typically more formally 
educated too, with a higher rate of ag and business-
related degrees.

And, increasingly, agriculture’s changing faces are 
female. Today, 43% of U.S. farmland — nearly 388 
million acres— is farmed or co- farmed by women, 
AFT notes. Meanwhile, according to USDA’s 2017 
ag census, 36% of all producers are women, and 
more than half of all farms have at least one female 
decision-maker.

The future face of farming

In the next 15 years, 
the ownership of 
40% of America’s 

agricultural land will 
be in transition.

– American Farmland Trust
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In the past year, U.S. agriculture has seen more women 
coming back to join their family farms. “Women have 
realized it takes brains, not brawn, to run a profitable 
farming operation,” says Pinion principal Jeanne 
Bernick. “We are seeing more interest from women 
in the next generation of family business operators 
asking about the skills and financial knowledge they 
need to grow their business to the next level. These 
women are often leaving six-figure corporate jobs to 
come back to a rural community and family business to 
raise their own kids.”

The number of women managing or operating farms 
and ranches has increased, while the number of male 
producers declined 1.7%, compared to 2012. 

Coupled with this, more women than ever are involved 
in other agricultural careers or studying agriculture in 
post-secondary institutions, according to a survey by 
Annie’s Project and Farm Credit. 

“The biggest shift is women continuing to own 
farmland after a death or divorce or dissolution from 
their spouse,” says Bernick. One out of every four 
acres of Iowa farmland is owned by a woman over 65, 
according to Iowa State University. 

Women’s issues on the farm center on landlord 
relationships, leasing agreements and other estate tax 
issues related to land ownership. As far as principal 
farm owners, the numbers nationwide highlight a 
focus on smaller operations, principally vegetable and 
agritourist operations. Ninety-eight percent of women-
owned farms have less than $250,000 in sales, 
according to USDA. 

Despite the growth in women coming back to the farm, 
women producers remain underserved by traditionally 
male-dominated farm meetings. Most women are 
looking for resources related to organization growing 
pains, commodity marketing knowledge and human 
resources. 

As a result, many state and regional support networks 
offer women opportunities to work together, share 
concerns and strengthen their farm-family role. A 
larger knowledge base and stronger interpersonal 
relationship skills can make the difference between 
success and letdown for women farmers.

Characteristics of women in agriculture, 2021

• Women own 30% of U.S. farmland.

• Nearly half of female farmers raise livestock.

• Women who specialize generate 72% of sales on all women’s farms.

• Very few are involved in traditional large commodity farming.

• Younger women are entering farming.

• They’re changing careers to engage in agriculture. 

• Many gain control through family inheritance, divorce or death.

• More brains, less brawn: Technology allowed women to come back to farm.

• Women look at wheat in the field as food.

Women come back to the family farm
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Not having 

discussions about 

the future or failing 

to develop a 

succession and 

estate plan is a 

recipe for failure.

30%
12%

3%

Planning 
for change
These changing demographics present both 

challenge and opportunity for American farm and 
ranch families. They point to the need for today’s ag 
landowners to consider how they will transition their 
land and assets and who will take over the business.

In addition to these evolving dynamics, family ag 
businesses must still reckon with life’s inevitable events, 
such as marriage, divorce, death and business changes. 
Unfortunately, most businesses only act when there is 
sudden illness or untimely death in the family. These 
further underscore the need for family ag businesses to 
get serious about succession planning.

A good succession plan helps family businesses 
determine what their future will look like. It’s developed 
through a process of collaboration and consensus. It 
involves hard questions and difficult conversations: 
How can we successfully transition our business to 
the next generation? Do we stay together or sell out 
altogether? How should we handle siblings or 
children? When should we make ownership 
and management changes? Succession 
planning issues are the same 
everywhere, in every family.

Also important is estate planning, 
which provides the mechanics to 
implement the succession plan.

Not having discussions about the 
future or failing to develop a succession 
and estate plan is a recipe for failure. There 
are far too many stories of ag businesses 
that have fallen apart or families that lost the farm 
because the kids fought over the land. With that comes 
unnecessary litigation or accounting expenses – and a 
future of family bitterness.

With so much at stake, it’s essential for U.S. farming 
and ranching families to chart a clear path forward. 
Determining who will succeed you, deciding what 
to do with your assets, and minimizing estate taxes 
will remain vital for protecting and preserving the 
generational wealth of family-owned farms and ranches.
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Realities of sixth- 
generation farming 

A six-generation agriculture business that had been 
passed down from parents to their three sons engaged 
a succession planning expert. The three sons were 
married and had adult, married children and young 
grandchildren. The expert started the process by 
having individual conversations with each family 
member.

Through the course of starting and facilitating 
conversations, they were able to get to the bottom of 
what was causing tension in the family. They were able 
to determine who had true interest in the business 
and where the financial stability of the business stood 
for the next generation. The process helped them 
designate which kids, and at what ages, would enter 
into the business. The family also agreed upon future 
technology considerations that could impact both 
efficiency and profitability for the business.

Had this family not started the succession-planning 
process and had those conversations, the business 
and its legacy could be in jeopardy as tensions would 
continue to build around the uncertainty of the future. 
This healthy ag business could have easily fallen victim 
to the 97% failure-rate statistic that is the startling reality 
for a sixth-generation business transition today.
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Sustainability
Forecast

Agriculture joins food companies 
in global climate solutions

Rarely has U.S. agriculture been at such a pivotal, 

transformative era. Globally, and here in the U.S., 

the world’s major governments, food companies and 

the agricultural industry are focused on climate change 

and its impact on the food supply. Farmers themselves 

are trying to also mitigate the risks that are emerging 

from climate instability, including intense rainfall events, 

drought and water shortages, as well as increased 

pest and weed pressure. In short, the entire food and 

agricultural supply chain is trying to build resilience. 

But U.S. farms can do more than that—they can be part 

of the climate solution by creating emission reductions, 

storing carbon and reducing the greenhouse gas 

footprint for many of its end users. 

Companies such as Nestlé are a good example. Mark 

Schneider, the CEO of Nestlé — the world’s biggest 

food and beverage company — put it this way: “Tackling 

climate change can’t wait and neither can we. It is 

imperative to the long-term success of our business. 

We will work together with farmers, industry partners, 

governments, non-governmental organizations and our 

consumers to reduce our environmental footprint.” 

The entire food and 
agricultural supply 

chain is trying to 
build resilience.
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A roadmap to net zero

To achieve its goals, Nestlé has created a roadmap to net 

zero on greenhouse gas emissions by 2050—and much 

of that roadmap focuses on agriculture. 

“We are making investments in global and U.S. farmers 

to implement agricultural practices that benefit soil, water 

and biodiversity,” says Emily Johannes, senior manager 

of sustainable sourcing at Nestlé USA. “But it takes all of 

us working together to meet the needs of a sustainable 

food system.”  

Nestlé and many other global and U.S. companies are 

learning how to better capture and understand the 

footprint of their own operations as well as their food and 

agricultural supply chain. Working with experts, they’re 

identifying what’s important. They’re creating data and 

sustainability management plans, reporting on emissions 

and other sustainability factors, and setting goals or 

science-based targets to achieve improvements and 

reductions over time. And they’re achieving all this in 

ways that work with complex agricultural systems. 
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Focus on Scope 3

These efforts, of course, inevitably lead back to 

the farm. Many food and agricultural companies 

are focused on a type of greenhouse gas emission 

called Scope 3. 

Scope 3 emissions are technically outside the 

control of the company, because they occur in 

the greater supply chain. So, many companies are 

working hard to determine how they can make 

changes in the supply chain through incentivizing 

conservation practices and regenerative agricultural 

practices that can create emission reductions. 

The livestock sector also plays a role: Many 

emerging technologies and efficiencies are focused 

on reducing enteric methane emissions as well as 

capturing value and energy from manure. In the U.S., 

this activity has led to a plethora of carbon options—

and in some cases, confusion-- for farmers. Because 

this new carbon “market” is being lead primarily by 

the private sector, it can be difficult to understand 

contract commitments, payments for carbon, 

verification costs and other aspects of carbon 

contracts. Many producers are hoping actions by 

Congress and USDA will create more transparency, 

provide greater technical support and reduce the 

costs of measurement and verification. 

Still, many farmers are optimistic about the potential 

for carbon markets. Jesse Hough, a farmer near 

David City, Nebraska, is planting cover crops and 

creating credits for a local power provider. “I think 

farmers have always been in the carbon business,” 

he says. “We just didn’t call it that, and now we can.”
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What to know before you sign a carbon contract
Before you enter into a carbon contract, it’s critical to understand what you are signing on to. Farmers 

should understand the financial investments and returns on conservation as well as better categorize 

the carbon potential of their farm. Understand the following before signing any carbon contract: 

• The business plan of the developer

• What you will have to do to develop a credit

• If you’re doing a new practice or one that’s not “common” in your area (additionality)

• How long that practice will be in place (permanence)

• How much measurement and verification will cost and who will pay

• What happens if there is a reversal

• What data you are providing

• Basic contract terms
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Data-driven technology 

is Ag’s future

Technology has been empowering agriculture 
since machines replaced the ox and plow. 

Consider what GPS-guided tractors, moisture-
tracking sensors, plant genetics and livestock 
breeding have done in just the last few decades to 
propel farmers and ranchers to higher production 
and profitability.

Now, financial technology has emerged as the 
latest tool to help production agriculture access 
new opportunities and achieve greater success. 
FinTech, as it’s often called, is part of the digital 
revolution that’s changing how the world operates. 
The rise of “The Internet of Things,” with expanding 
interconnectedness and cloud-based software, is 
fueling unprecedented access to data.

That revolution has set the stage for bringing 
financial technology to American agriculture. With 
this technology, businesses can seamlessly capture 
and integrate detailed layers of their operations, 
allowing them to interact with their financial and 
farming information in ways they couldn’t before.

Data and 
Technology
Trends

Technologies farmers will 

invest in over the next 5 years

• Farm management software 
(such as AgWorld, etc.)

• Precision farming tools

• Autonomous equipment

• Remote crop and herd monitoring 

• Carbon capture / Carbon sequestration

• Enhanced crop traceability
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This newest transformation comes as producers and 
processors face increased challenges, often beyond 
their control. External factors affecting U.S. agriculture 
include trade wars, climate change, the COVID-19 
pandemic, supply-chain disruptions, emerging foreign 
markets and geopolitical developments. On top of those 
are continually rising input costs, growing inflation and 
labor shortages.

Also gaining traction are shifting consumer trends, such 
as food preferences. Buyers are increasingly interested 
in animal welfare practices and policies supporting 
environmental stewardship. Many retailers now want the 
ability to trace crops and promote organic, locally grown 
or specialty products.

These challenges make it clear that farmers, ranchers 
and processors face pressures on all sides. Margins 
continue to shrink or are at risk. Losing a couple of cents 
per pound to input costs or market pricing can make or 
break a farming season.

These realities point to both challenges and 
opportunities for U.S. agricultural businesses. And 
they underscore the need for more detailed farm-
management data to make better decisions.

Farm 

Management

System

Whole Farm

Real-time

Consolidated

Financial &

Management

Reports, KPIs,

& Dashboards

Risk & 

Marketing

HR, Payroll &

Learning

Management

AI Data Entry &

Standardization
Inventory

Cloud-Based

Accounting

MA

OPERATIONS

ALL FARM 

BUSINESS

DOCUMENTS

AGRONOMY &

PRECISION AG

TRADING PLATFORMS SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING

DIGITAL

DOCUMENT 

ARCHIVE

AUTOMATED VENDOR

PAYMENTS, ACH & CHECK

More detailed farm management systems help agribusinesses make better decisions.
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Detailed Data 
Creates Clarity
Until now, farmers and ranchers faced a roadblock 

between the key metrics they could collect and how 
to truly use them. The good news is these high-tech 
financial platforms overcome the barrier between farm 
data and management decisions. 

The latest financial technology uses artificial intelligence 
(AI), automation and cloud-based systems to capture the 
diverse data of a farm, dairy, ranch or other ag business. 
That real-time information is transferred to a central 
platform where it’s stored. Then farm management 
software can analyze the data quickly and easily to 
improve the operation, all for the purpose of informing 
operational and strategic management decisions. 

By bringing together both operational and accounting 
data, ag producers and processors can achieve 
newfound insights. Financial technology allows users 
to gather business data, centralize and manage that 
information, and learn where and how to achieve desired 
outcomes. It empowers ag businesses with greater 
knowledge for comparisons, improvements and even 
the future. Producers can now more easily access and 
analyze direct input costs, crop yields, transportation 
and storage costs, equipment efficiency, budget-to-
actual performance and other key metrics essential to 
evaluating the season’s performance.

High-tech financial

platforms overcome the 

barrier between farm data 

and management decisions.
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Yet agriculture has a way to go in implementing 
FinTech. People often hesitate to use innovation 
and technology, fearing change or failing to see 
the benefits. They may not trust a new product 
or service or understand how to make it work for 
their needs. Taking time to adopt new technology 
competes with the dozen other essential matters 
that daily demand attention at the farm or 
processing plant. 

But that alone doesn’t explain the challenge 
of implementing FinTech. One of the biggest 
obstacles is a total lack of data quality and 
standards that prevails in many of agriculture’s 
back offices, where accounting, bill pay and 
marketing typically take place. Many farms use 
slow and outdated financial systems that prevent 
owner-operators from accurately measuring their 
financial performance.

Digital technologies have created modern 
payment solutions, better connectivity with 
suppliers and customers and access to records 
and farming data – whether in office or at 
the kitchen table over a cup of coffee. These 
developments will revolutionize the way ag 

producers and processors do business and 
interact with global markets. But that won’t be 
achievable without the discipline required to 
improve how financial matters are handled in 
many agricultural operations.

AI-powered automation can help tackle this 
problem by streamlining everything from payroll, 
bill pay, bookkeeping and financial reporting to 
tax returns, government program compliance, 
insurance and loans. Before financial technology 
can thrive in agriculture, however, we must work 
together to fix the challenges many farmers 
face in implementing even the most basic good 
accounting practices. 

To accelerate this transition and realize the 
potential of FinTech, the gap between old and 
new, between resistance and adoption, must 
close. To continue driving productivity gains in 
a world that will soon need to feed 10 billion 
people, U.S. agriculture must embrace financial 
technology to gain the edge in an increasingly 
competitive and complicated market.

Financial technology hurdles

To continue driving 

productivity gains 

in a world that will 

soon need to feed

10 billion people, 

U.S. agriculture must 

embrace financial 

technology to gain the 

edge in an increasingly 

competitive and 

complicated market.
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Risk Management

Evolving to meet the challenges of 

volatility, global risks and pricing 

uncertainty

Market volatility and pricing uncertainty have been 

agricultural producers’ constant companions for 

decades. Yet the speed at which markets move and the 

sheer number of factors influencing commodity prices 

have grown dramatically. Moreover, agricultural markets 

have become more global, adding additional complexity 

to simple seasonal supply and demand fundamentals. 

These broadening challenges are here to stay, making 

proper risk management even more difficult. 

Agricultural markets have 

become more global, adding 

additional complexity to 

simple seasonal supply and 

demand fundamentals. 
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• The trade war with China has changed 
import and export market relationships. The 
unfortunate side effect of these higher tariffs 
is the forming of new partnerships to fill the 
gap. New supplier-customer connections have 
taken hold. As a result, the U.S. will have to 
work harder to re-establish its place in the 
international supply chain. The ongoing friction 
between the U.S. and China only worsens the 
situation.

• COVID-19 won’t disappear quickly. Its 
impacts will continue to strain export markets, 
especially in China, where zero tolerance 
for the virus affects its labor resources – for 
example, a lack of workers if an outbreak 
occurs in one of its port facilities. The net result 
is that shutdowns and shipping bottlenecks 
are expected to continue.

• Biofuel mandates will impact markets. The 
biofuel industry’s need for grains significantly 
drives demand and, therefore, price. U.S. 
biofuel policy will be key. Any news or 
actual policy changes that result in reduced 
demand will negatively impact soybean and 
corn producers. The pressure is on U.S. 
policymakers to continue reducing carbon 
emissions, which supports the biofuel solution. 
Political winds can shift, however, creating a 
market risk that producers must watch closely.

• Climate change and extreme weather will 
continue to be a concern for ag producers. 
These will make managing price risks even 
more challenging. One key component of risk 
management is simply having a secure grasp 
on production expectations. That will become 
more difficult with weather-pattern changes and 
extremes, making the decision-making process 
more difficult for crop and livestock producers.

• Labor shortages will add pressure. Population 
trends continue to show people moving away 
from rural America to more urban areas. 
Added to that is the aging of the average U.S. 
farmer. These demographics are challenging 
U.S. producers to find the necessary labor to 
operate their farms, ranches, dairies and other 
businesses. Further, the smaller work force 
is requiring producers to spend more time 
performing tasks traditionally handled by hired 

personnel. That means even less time spent on 
the market research, education and follow-up 
that’s needed to be an effective marketer.

• Uncertainty surrounds the winding down of 
America’s largest-ever stimulus package, 
while inflation concerns mount. Worries 
that a tightening money supply will strain the 
largest U.S. companies are building fears that 
a ripple effect will find its way to consumers 
and, consequently, agricultural commodities. 
While no one knows for sure what will happen, 
world commodity markets likely will react to this 
uncertainty with increased price volatility.

• An unwillingness to change can hold back 
producers. Tradition is often the greatest threat 
to agriculture, and this remains true in managing 
risk. The production side of agriculture has 
evolved at a brisk pace in technology and 
practice. However, many producers continue 
to use the same marketing methods used 50 
years ago. 

• The tools that can help producers manage risk 
remain rather limited. With the likelihood of 
increased volatility, producers will be even more 
challenged to take advantage of opportunities 
in a meaningful way if they lack the ability to 
utilize all the tools available. In some cases, 
they will have to be willing to consider some 
methods and tools with a fresh set of eyes.

Among the key risks ahead:
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Seek opportunities and solutions

As operations become larger and more complex, 

producers will have less time to manage the marketing 

practices of their operations. More and more operators 

are looking for consulting relationships to help manage 

their risk and provide the support they trust so they can 

focus on what they do best – production ag.

Additionally, producers will expect their consultants to help 

bring all the data together — costs, sales, break-evens, 

production, profitability goals and tax considerations. 

This across-the-board assessment is critical for providing 

sound risk-management plans.

Data and technology will be key in marketing and risk 

management strategies. One of the most important 

criteria for making marketing decisions is knowing 

profitability. Identifying costs of production, break-evens 

and production estimates are primary drivers in a good 

marketing plan. The producer who markets without 

a good handle on this type of data is more likely to 

make risk management decisions “reactively” based on 

emotion, and less likely to make “proactive” decisions 

based on profitability, which is the real goal of good risk 

management.

The bottom line is that complexity and volatility will 

remain part of the agricultural picture. Producers tend 

to desire simplicity when it comes to how they market. 

They often fall back on traditional marketing methods, 

regardless of evolving markets that make those methods 

less effective. The future requires a different approach. 

Understanding risk factors, mitigating their impacts, and 

pursuing opportunities and solutions will be essential for 

succeeding amid ever-changing markets.
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Pricing Examples

Recent examples of market volatility can be seen in these graphs for cattle and corn prices. 

Risk management experts believe this volatility will remain part of the U.S. agricultural outlook.

10 steps to build a strong risk management program

1. Take an honest, personal assessment of your knowledge and skill of marketing tools.

2. Value the data of your operation. Invest in technology needed to gather this data.

3. Find a mentor that you trust. Look for a fiduciary, not transactional relationship.

4. Establish profitability goals in advance.

5. Know your risk comfort level.

6. Identify market risks and develop hedging strategies in advance.

7. Review strategies periodically and refine if needed.

8. Plan for cash-flow needs in marketing decisions.

9. Invest in ways to control inventory, such as on-farm storage.

10. Leverage crop and livestock insurance in your risk management decisions.

Weekly Live Cattle

Weekly Corn
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Wind and solar offer new revenue 

streams for U.S. agriculture

Food and fiber aren’t the only commodities U.S. farmers 
and ranchers will bring to market in the next decade. 

Look for solar and wind ventures to generate additional 
income for agricultural producers and rural landowners. 
Both renewable energy sources are gaining ground as 
state and federal policies pursue aggressive climate-
change goals and a greener power grid. 

In fact, solar energy has the potential to power 40% of 
the nation’s electricity by 2035, the U.S. Department 
of Energy reported in September 2021. The DOE also 
called solar “our cheapest and fastest-growing source 
of clean energy.” It’s no surprise, then, that interest in 
developing solar farms is skyrocketing in states with 
abundant sunshine, significant agricultural land, mandates 
for renewable energy and incentives for renewable 
development.

Likewise, onshore wind energy in the U.S. grew at a 
record pace in 2020, the DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency 
and Renewable Energy said. Wind provides more than 
10% of electricity in 16 states, and over 30% in Iowa, 
Kansas, Oklahoma, South Dakota and North Dakota.

Diversification 
Opportunities

Both renewable energy 

sources are gaining ground 

as state and federal 

policies pursue aggressive

climate-change goals and 

a greener power grid.
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How agriculture benefits

Farmers and ranchers are well-positioned to play a major 
role in commercial solar and wind expansion largely 
because they already own a key component: land that 
can be leased for generating renewable energy. Putting 
rural properties to non-crop use allows ag producers to 
diversify their operations and leverage their land base. 
Maybe that section corner or unused ground – anywhere 
from 4 to 2,000 acres – can host a solar project. Perhaps 
those rolling hilltops are the ideal spot for turbine-topped 
wind towers.

The additional income from wind and solar leases can 
bolster an industry that often struggles with insufficient 
and inconsistent commodity prices. It can allow farmers 
and ranchers to liquidate debt. It yields money that be 
invested in equipment, technology, land expansion or 
other needs, including buying out a family member or 
business partner. 

Moreover, wind and solar leases typically work under 
contracts of 30 years or more, offering long-term income 
spanning multiple generations. And such projects appeal 
to the technology-loving next generation. Wind and 
solar projects offer farmers and ranchers much-needed 
revenue diversification, just as mineral rights, biofuel 
production and habitat preservation ventures do. But 
these fast-growing renewable-energy opportunities also 
pose challenges for the ag community. 

The additional income 

from wind and solar leases 

can bolster an industry 

that often struggles 

with insufficient and 

inconsistent commodity 

prices. It can allow farmers 
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equipment, technology, 
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needs, including buying 

out a family member or

business partner.
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The business of wind 
and solar leases

Negotiating wind and solar leases can be complicated. 

The contract language must define provisions a farm 

or ranch can live with for two or more generations. It’s 

important to determine fair market value for the energy 

produced and for the land that will host wind or power 

generation. And when the lease ends, the project and 

restoration funds must leave the land with viable soil that 

can allow crops to be grown again. 

Another challenge to wind and solar involvement is 

proximity to existing energy infrastructure. Today, wind 

and solar participation is limited to a distance of 1½ miles 

from a transmission line or substation. But the Biden 

Administration’s infrastructure package promotes more 

renewable energy construction to further expand green 

opportunities in rural America. 

In addition, resistance to change can hold back wind and 

solar development. That can often start with hesitation 

to sign a wind or solar power agreement. When big 

energy companies come into small rural communities, the 

tendency is to distrust the unfamiliar. That can worsen if a 

landowner feels pressure to sign a lease with an energy 

company. Another potential problem is not being informed 

enough to make a good leasing decision.

With the right advice, however, these power-generating 

ventures can greatly benefit agricultural businesses 

and rural landowners, augmenting income for decades 

to come. Momentum is growing from the Carolinas to 

Colorado to California. Solar and wind energy generation 

will play a significant role in the future of U.S. agriculture.

Power-generating 

ventures can greatly 

benefit agricultural 

businesses and 

rural landowners, 

augmenting income

for decades to come. 

Record growth in wind and solar power

• In 2020, the U.S. installed a record amount of solar—15 
gigawatts (GW)—to total 76 GW, representing 3% of the 
current electricity supply. 

• A record 16,836 megawatts of U.S. wind capacity was 
installed in 2020. Wind power installations outpaced 
those in solar power for the first time in several years and 
represented $24.6 billion of investment.

• Combined, wind and solar will provide 75% of electricity by 
2035 and 90% by 2050, transforming the electricity system.
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10 tips for negotiating a solar lease

1. Seek competent help. 

2. Research the solar company.

3. Address the contract’s duration. 

4. Understand access rights. 

5. Think ahead about each step of the project, including who will be responsible for what. 

6. Be aware of the extent of the solar development on your property. 

7. Know your landowner obligations. 

8. Make sure the proposed solar lease won’t interfere with existing leases and encumbrances. 

9. Look into insurance and indemnification. 

10. Include decommissioning and reclamation requirements.

Wind power is growing in America

source: u.s. department of energy

 ⊲ In 2020, wind power surpassed 121,985 MW of total installed capacity.

 ⊲ Sixteen states now get 10% of their in-state electricity generation from wind.

 ⊲ In 2020, the U.S. added 16,836 MW of new wind power capacity. That’s enough to power nearly 6 
million American homes.

 ⊲ Texas leads the nation in installed wind capacity with 32,686 MW.

 ⊲ Iowa produces more of its electricity from wind than any other state, generating 57% of its total 
electricity from wind power.

 ⊲ In 2020, American manufacturers accounted for more than 71% of domestic small wind sales.
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KCoe Thought Leaders 
and Contributors

Ag Policy and Farm Programs Outlook

Brian Kuehl, Government and Public Affairs Team Leader

operating at the intersection of agriculture, environment, and government policy, brian leads the 

firm’s government and Public Affairs efforts to provide education and assistance to state and federal 

policymakers – on the behalf of agribusinesses. With a background in environmental law and 

regulations, and a pulse on Capitol hill and Washington, d.C., he advises business owners on how to 

influence and change political systems for a fair market advantage.

Matthew Farrell, Director of Farm Program Services

matthew is a leader in providing producers and landowners with the advantages they need for 

making informed farm program decisions. he is specialized in helping commodity, permanent, and 

specialty crop farmers, dairy and livestock operations, and landowners with strategic advisory on 

usdA FsA farm programs, legislative guidance, farm bill governance, and farm financial solutions.

Family and Legacy

Lance Woodbury, Family Farm Business Advisory

As an advisor to closely-held agriculture businesses, lance works as a member of the next gen team 

to provide an expert level of guidance surrounding long-term planning discussions and decisions 

to meet both business and family goals. lance specializes in coaching family businesses as they 

work through estate and succession planning issues, tackle difficult discussions, and create plans to 

protect and pass on legacies.

Jeanne Bernick, Next Gen Transition Navigator Advisory

Jeanne has walked in the shoes of ag producers, growing up on a cattle ranch in southern missouri. 

utilizing her first-hand perspective and professional knowledge in working with family business 

owners, Jeanne understands the needs and roles that both family and non-family stakeholders play 

in profitable business.  she provides succession planning and transition navigation for agribusinesses 

and farm families.  Jeanne has been recognized for her achievement in family enterprise advising 

and holds a Certificate in Family business Advising (CFbA).

Jim Rein, Next Gen Legacy and Estate Planning

Jim provides agribusiness owners with guidance surrounding long-term planning decisions to meet 

both business and personal goals.  he specializes in succession planning, legacy/wealth building, 

estate and tax strategy, next gen development, and transition management, with the ultimate 

purpose of securing long-term success.  Jim helps business owners navigate through tough business 

decisions, emotionally charged family discussions, and entity transitions.
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Sustainability Forecast

Laura Sands, Sustainability Team Leader

growing up on a farm in northwestern minnesota, laura’s entire career centers around subjects 

that matter to rural America. laura spearheads kCoe’s sustainability initiatives and solutions, guiding 

food and agricultural companies as they develop, measure, and implement sustainability strategies. 

From small food and agriculture operations to large industry leaders, her team develops measurable 

and actionable sustainability programs, manages data and reporting, and provides assurance and 

compliance. 

Diversification Opportunities

Robert Veldman, Land Management and Renewable Energy Advisory

helping landowners diversify and generate revenue from environmental, wildlife, wetlands 

and energy generation and extraction projects, Robert is a national leader in development of 

environmental markets and habitat mitigation. his on-the-ground expertise with working lands, 

relationships with industry and local, state, and federal agencies, and understanding of the 

compliance with the latest policies allow him to navigate in complex and emerging markets.

Data and Technology Trends

Chris Tozlian, Integrated Office Solutions, Pinion IO

Chris connects inundated ag businesses with administrative solutions. he is an expert at demonstrating 

how sophisticated Ai tools and outsourced accountants and bookkeepers can alleviate the unrelenting 

demands from the administrative process – freeing up your time, resources, and staff needs. As 

Chris says, “imagine a world where you can focus on what matters most…running the strategic side 

of the business and making sure there’s a successful legacy long term.” The platform collects vendor 

information, invoices, documents and data, and manages accounting data in a seamless format.

Matt Powell, Farm Software Platform Leader, Pinion IO

matt is the global development leader of Pinion io technology – the sophisticated Ai system 

that centralizes and manages information with a single, coherent platform to make business 

life simple and seamless.  With a perceptive eye on the ag producers’ needs in the future, 

matt works on a global level to connect on-farm data and financial information in an economic, 

digestible way for producers to put into practice.

Risk Management

Eric Osterhaus, Agricultural Risk Advisory

eric’s extensive agricultural and risk management background provides a foundation of 

understanding and motivation to help with specialized advisory in the commodity sector. he is 

proactive in developing the systems and structure needed to help ag businesses manage risk and 

cash flow on a daily basis.

Chris Haverkamp, Grain and Livestock Marketing Solutions

Chris utilizes his collected experience in the commodity sector serving grain and livestock 

producers, grain processors, and individual investors. he provides the marketing solutions that 

farmers and ranchers might be lacking:  breakeven analysis, profit summaries, annual grain or 

livestock merchandising plans, or a customized hedge report.
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About Us 
With roots dating back to 1932, Pinion has made it our mission to immerse 

ourselves in making a difference in the lives we touch and the world we live in.

Bold solutions stem from deep roots.

Pinion Advisory represents a specialized division of Pinion – a consortium of an 

unprecedented level of resources, innovations, and solutions on a global scale 

– all working together to capture holistic benefits for Food & Ag businesses.  

Delivering a powerful combination of strategies that move the needle.
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 ⊲ Animal welfare resources

 ⊲ Business valuation and litigation support 

 ⊲ CFO-level outsourcing

 ⊲ Carbon market advisory

 ⊲ Conflict resolution and team communication facilitation 

 ⊲ Conservation – renewable energy and land management strategies

 ⊲ Farm program guidance and assessments

 ⊲ Farm and ranch financial management 

 ⊲ Grain and livestock marketing solutions

 ⊲ HR consulting

 ⊲ Innovation and technology consulting 

 ⊲ Legislative monitoring and advocacy

 ⊲ Merger and acquisition consulting 

 ⊲ Next generation planning

 ⊲ Peer group programs

 ⊲ Risk management strategy

 ⊲ Sustainability (programs, reporting, goal-setting, assurance, verification)

 ⊲ Video monitoring services 

 ⊲ Virtual learning resources

 ⊲ Whole-farm data management
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